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Building credibility and awareness are two major principles of sound real estate marketing. But even
more essential and difficult in today’s uncertain market are maintaining those challenging goals.

Real estate professionals are often easily thrilled by the prospects and eventual execution of broad
based regional and national campaigns that promise to get their names and products into
prestigious business and trade media, light up their websites, rank high in search engines and
re-publish to target audiences via e-mail blasts and social media. And then as quickly as excitement
and awareness have been built comes the need to shift budgeting to a different resource, more
personnel, new technology, more direct marketing tactics or just simply budget cuts.

While such changes are understandable and new directions admirable, maintaining brand and
media presence should be a constant through whatever new routes you decide to travel. Agreed
that while brand and media coverage are no longer the only game in town, they are still a tried and
tested constant with a proven record of results.

In addition to spreading your name and firm through 24/7 digital dissemination, those articles and
broadcasts in recognized media continue to have longer and longer lives on search engines.  They
manage to come up when someone searches for services or properties wherein you offer sound
advice, are quoted as expert or your deals, properties or company are described with credibility, all
of which attest to the merits of who you are and what you are selling.

So rather than flip from one tactic to another, understand that media coverage — from well-known
business, personal finance and consumer outlets to broadcasts, podcasts and videos — does not
go out of style. It should be an essential part of your playbook, guarded constantly, no matter where
else you plan to invest your resources.

Harry Zlokower is a real estate public relations consultant based in New York.
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